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**Abstract**

We previously reported that AML transplants using KIR B haplotype Better or Best (≥2 B activating gene loci ± Cen B/B) unrelated donors (URD) yield less relapse and better survival. In this prospective trial we evaluated 535 AML searches from 14 participating centers with centralized donor KIR genotyping for donor selection. This represented 3–48% of all AML searches (median 20%) per center totaling 3 to 172 patients (median 22) per center. Donor KIR genotype was reported at a median of 14 days after request (≤ 26 days for 76% of searches). In 535 searches, 2,080 donors were requested for KIR genotyping (mean 4.3 per search); and a median of 1.8 (0 to 4.5) per search were KIR typed. Choosing more donors for confirmatory HLA and KIR haplotype identification enriched the likelihood of finding KIR Better or Best donors.
The search process identified a mean of 30% KIR Better or Best donors; the success ranged from 24 to 38% in the 11 centers enrolling ≥8 patients. More donors requested for KIR genotyping increased the likelihood of identifying KIR Better or Best haplotype donors. Of the 247 transplants, 9.3% used KIR Best, 19% used KIR Better, 48% used KIR neutral donors while 24% used a non-KIR tested donor. KIR genotyping did not delay transplantation. The time from search to transplant was identical for transplants using a KIR genotyped versus a non-KIR genotyped donor. Prospective evaluation can rapidly identify KIR favorable genotype donors, but choosing more donors per search would substantially increase the likelihood of having a KIR Best or Better donor available for transplantation. Transplant centers and donor registries must both commit extra effort to incorporate new characteristics (beyond HLA, age and parity) into improved donor selection. Deliberate efforts to present additional genetic factors for donor selection will require novel procedures.
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INTRODUCTION
The preferred unrelated donor is HLA allele-matched [1, 2], young, not previously alloimmunized (through pregnancy or transfusion) [3] and in some, but not all reports, for certain recipients, CMV seronegative [4]. However, other factors have been proposed to identify better donors yielding prompt graft recovery and improved post-transplant outcomes. We previously reported on KIR B haplotype donors and their association with reduced relapse risks and improved disease free-survival (DFS) after unrelated donor (URD) transplants for AML [5,6,7]. We postulated that more robust expression or more activating receptors on donor NK cells was, at least in part, the mechanism for this protection against leukemia recurrence.

We initiated a prospective trial to rapidly provide KIR haplotype information to transplant centers on their potential donors and thus potentially enrich the use of KIR Best or Better donors in selection for transplantation. We report the outcome of this KIR donor selection (KIR DS) trial along with insights into the feasibility of rapid and efficient distribution of relevant genetic information to improve donor selection and transplantation outcomes.

METHODS
Between 2012 and 2016, 535 patients were enrolled from 14 participating transplant centers and eventually 49 participating donor centers. After recipient consent to allow donor KIR information to be considered in selection of the best URD for transplantation, transplant center-selected potential donors were identified through the National Marrow Donor Program® (NMDP) Be the Match® registry and contacted by the Center for International Blood and Marrow Transplant Research (CIBMTR) for KIR genotyping. Samples were self-collected by the donor using buccal swabs and sent to the KIR typing lab initially at Children’s Hospital of Oakland HLA laboratory and later at Stanford University. Gene content typing for these prospective clinical samples were typed for informative KIR loci.
and ligands using the Olerup KIR Genotyping Kits. The Olerup KIR Genotyping kits (and each lot thereafter) were validated against the UCLA International KIR Exchange and previous samples genotyped by MALDI-TOF, used in typing the retrospective study samples [5,8,9], then transmitted to the coordinating center and reported to the requesting transplant center as: KIR Best (displaying the homozygous CenB/B and 2 or more KIR B haplotype genes; KIR Better expressing two or more B haplotype KIR gene loci but not Cen B/B; or KIR neutral expressing zero or one KIR haplotype defining genes). Other details of each transplant centers’ search outcomes and reasons for selecting a donor other than the best available KIR genotyped donor were recorded.

Not all donors requested had KIR genotyping performed. Some donor centers were not participating; for some donors (n=741), we could not confirm if they were recontacted to submit confirmatory HLA typing and thus the KIR typing kit; some donors (n=217) declined to submit the typing swab kit; some had already submitted confirmatory HLA typing samples and therefore were not again contacted by the donor centers. Thus, of 2080 requested for KIR typing, only 916 had samples submitted and were typed.

Statistical analysis compared the study efficiency of sample collection, typing and reporting donor KIR haplotype data to the centers, numbers of donors requested, participation of each center in recruiting potential transplant recipients for study, choosing potential donors for genotyping, efficiency in proceeding to transplantation and overall search efficiency in enriching populations for KIR Better or Best donors being available to consider and being chosen for transplantation. Descriptive and comparative statistics are reported. The study was approved by the IRB at the University of Minnesota, the NMDP and the participating transplant and donor centers. Recipients and potential donors consented to collecting these data to inform the search process.

RESULTS

From study initiation in June 2011 through the end of study in June 2016 at 14 participating centers, 7,359 searches were initiated for 2,839 patients with AML. (Table 1) Throughout the period of study, 535 (19%) of AML study searches were enrolled on this KIR DS study. In the participating centers enrollment ranged from 3–48% of AML searches (median 20%) per center totaling a range of 3 to 172 patients (median 22 per center). Four centers closed participation early because of institutional priorities while all others continued enrollment and participation through the end of the study. The KIR haplotype evaluation for each donor included: the time from donor request to confirmed KIR genotyping; from sample collection kit delivery to the donor, sample delivered to the typing lab and genotyping report sent to the transplant center. From the date of donor request it took a median of 14 days until the KIR genotype grouping was reported to the transplant center. Seventy-five percent of KIR genotype requests were reported within 26 days.

From our and other previously reported studies [5,6 10–12], in the general and NMDP donor population, 11, 20 and 69 % of donors selected for transplantation will have the KIR Best, Better and Neutral phenotypes, respectively [12, 13]. Thus, random KIR typing should approximate this frequency. In this current, prospective KIR typing study of 916 donors, 9%,
21% and 70% of donors had KIR Best, Better and Neutral haplotypes identified; no enrichment of favorable donors was noted. Choosing more donors per patient search did allow additional chances to identify a KIR Better or Best donor to select for transplantation. In the overall study, 2080 donors were requested for KIR genotyping for 535 searches (median donors requested: 1.8 per center, range 1–3; donors KIR genotyped: median 1.61, range 0–5 per individual patient search). Choosing more donors for confirmatory HLA typing and KIR haplotype identification enriched the likelihood of finding KIR Better or Best donors. While overall the search process identified a mean of 30% KIR better and best donors for all searches, the success of enriching the donor pool for KIR Better or Best donors ranged from 24.4% to 37.9% in the 11 centers that enrolled more than eight patients. More donors requested per search and especially more donors KIR genotyped per search led to a higher likelihood of identifying a KIR Best or Better haplotype donor for transplantation. (Figure 1)

Of the 535 patients enrolled in this search trial, 247 (46%) proceeded to URD transplant, and 189 (76%) used a KIR DS trial typed donor while 58 (24%) transplants were performed with donors who were not KIR genotyped during the study. Of the transplants performed, 23 (9.3%) had a KIR Best donor selected while 48 (19.4%) had a KIR Better donor and 118 (47.8%) had a KIR Neutral donor selected for transplantation. Of the 247 total transplants, 46 were performed with a donor other than a KIR Better or Best haplotype donor identified during the search process. Prior to selecting the donor for HCT, each Transplant Center had potential access to the Search success score predicted by HapLogic. The search model (14) (targeting a 10/10 allele matched donor) predicted that donors would be Good in 201/247 (81%) (>2 10/10 matched donors available); Fair in 45/247 (19%) (1–2 10/10 or no 10/10 and >2 9/10); and only Poor in 1/247 (<1%) (no 10/10 and <3 9/10). Therefore, the search prediction model identified that the vast majority (>81%) of the patients that went to transplant on the trial had a good search prognosis and likely had multiple HLA matched donors available for potential KIR genotype enrichment. Amongst the 46 transplants performed bypassing an identified KIR Better or Best donor, the transplant centers indicated: ABO status (n=4), donor availability and logistics (n=26), CMV serostatus (n=4), HLA match (n=6) and HLA antibodies or donor size (n=4) and unknown (n=2) as the stated reasons for choosing other than the preferred KIR haplotype donor.

Donor KIR genotyping did not delay the transplants. The time from trial enrollment and donor search to transplant ranged from 24 to 846 days (median 84; interquartile range 70–107) and was similar for transplants using donors who were not KIR genotyped in this trial with search to transplant interval ranging from 33 to 870 days (median 92; interquartile range 69–132).

**DISCUSSION**

This prospective trial tackled the challenging aim of providing prompt sample collection and KIR genotyping of the HLA-preferred donors selected by the transplant center and thus to better inform the URD search and selection process. Donor enrollment, DNA sample collection and KIR haplotype genetic information was collected and reported to the transplant center within 2 weeks. This allowed the majority of transplants performed for
these patients (189 of 247, 76%) to use a KIR typed donor. In addition, the majority of transplants from the trial selected the best available KIR donor for transplantation.

Somewhat disappointingly, however, despite ongoing participating center guidance and encouragement to enroll, only a minority of searches were included in the trial. In addition, even for the 535 searches enrolled, this KIR DS trial process did not enrich the donor file with potential donors having the KIR Best or Better haplotype. Current transplant center procedural habits (even for those committed to participation in this KIR DS trial) in donor searching are likely the reasons for this failure. The average search selected only a median of 1.8 (range 1–5) donors for confirmatory HLA typing and simultaneous KIR genotyping.

With an expected KIR Best frequency of 11, KIR Better 20% and the remainder being KIR Neutral, selection of fewer than 4 donors per search would hamstring the likelihood of identifying a KIR Best or Better donor beyond those available in the random population. The pre-study sample size projection was based upon estimates that 70% of searches would KIR genotype 5 or more donors and 30% would type 3 donors. These genotyping goals were not met during the study despite repeated search method education sessions and encouragement throughout the trial period. Since the KIR haplotype defining genes on chromosome 19 are inherited independently of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes on chromosome 6, restricting KIR genotyping to only these minimal numbers of possible donors limits the potential for identifying preferred KIR haplotype donors required to test the previously identified favorable protection against relapse and improved DFS reported with KIR Best and Better donors or that have been reported with other KIR gene models (15–22). Currently, the available NMDP/Be the Match tools of HapLogic (which uses patient ethnicity and HLA type to predict and thus select donor HLA haplotypes) along with center concerns about delay in identifying the HLA preferred (8/8 or 10/10 HLA allele matched) URD for transplantation may have induced pressure to limit the number of donors selected for additional or confirmatory typing. Additionally, some payers will only cover typing for a limited number of donors or will cover only the donor chosen for transplantation-further constraining the number of donors selected for additional testing.

It will be difficult, if not impossible, to adopt additional donor selection procedures to enrich a favorable KIR haplotype donor pool with only a minimal cohort of donors selected in each search for additional genotyping. As a consequence, if KIR donor haplotypes or other donor pool features are to be incorporated into donor search and identification protocols, donor pool KIR haplotype testing along with age, CMV serostatus, gender, alloimmunization or other, still to be identified, genetic factors will need to be predetermined for chosen donors. Alternatively, transplant centers must be willing to pursue more donors for each search and thus potentially enrich the number available to choose the best donor for transplantation, beyond allele level HLA matching. Restricting choices to only the minimum necessary to identify a preferred HLA match limits the donor choice process and potentially compromises patients’ chances of having the best outcomes.

If Donor Centers or Registries were assured that added value in pre-search KIR genotyping of their donor files would accelerate the search process and provide useful data to provide the best donors quickly, these cost and time restrictions perceived by the Transplant Centers could be overcome. Yet the costs and added value of large scale donor KIR genotyping
would need to be acknowledged and shared amongst the Networks of Donor Centers and their Transplant Center customers. Donor Registries and Transplant Centers must both commit to more intensive efforts to incorporate new factors into the search process for any meaningful advances in donor selection.
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Highlights

- Favorable KIR unrelated donors for transplantation may improve outcome.
- Prospective testing did not enrich the donor options with favorable donors: too few were genotyped.
- Donor search relying on additional factors beyond HLA may require extra effort and more donors considered.
A. Donors Requested per Donor KIR Genotyped per Center

B. Donors Typed vs. KIR Best/Better identified per Center

Fig 1.
(A) Donors Requested vs. KIR genotyped and (B) Donors Typed vs. KIR Best or Better Identified per Center
## Table 1.
KIR DS Trial Demographics, Timing and Success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centers participating: Transplant/Donor</td>
<td>14/49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Searches N (% of AML searches/center)                                        | Total = 535  
median 20% of AML searches per center  
(range 3–48%)  
median 22 searches per center (range 3–172) |
| Donors Selected for KIR typing                                              | 2080 total  
Mean 4.3 per search by center (range 0–8.5) |
| Donors KIR typed Total N                                                    | 916  
Median 2 (range 0–4.5 per search) |
| Time from Donor sample at typing lab to Results reported to Transplant Center (days) | Median 14 (IQR 8–26) |
| KIR Preferred (Best + Better) donors identified. N (%)                     | Overall 278 (30%)  
Range 24–38% per center |
| KIR Preferred donors chosen for 247 Transplants N (%)                      | KIR Best 23(9.3%)/ Better 48(19.4%) |
| Time from Search to Transplant (days)                                       | Median (range; IQR)  
KIR DS trial donor chosen  
Median 84 (range 24–846; IQR 70–107)  
Other donor chosen  
Median 92 (range 33–870; IQR 69–132) |

KIR DS, KIR donor selection trial; IQR, interquartile range.